Congruence modulo ideals. Let I c_ C°(JM)
be an ideal, fixed for this section. Let M be a manifold (or any other set structured with a C -ring C (M) of functions M -> IR , in particular, M may be a convenient vector space) .
We let I(M) denote the equivalence relation on C (IP ,M) given by f = g mod I(M) if and only if for all <f> e C (M),( § o f- § o g) e I
or equivalently, if and only if f* (1.1)
C°(M) I C°(IR P ) >

9*
commutes.
This we call weak congruence mod I(M) , or just mod I . If X is a convenient vector space, we let I(X) denote the linear subspace of
C (IFT,X) spanned (purely algebraically) by functions of the form d.2) h(t) • k(t) t
with h: IR > I?? in J and k: TK > X arbitary smooth .
Two maps IK > X will be called strongly congruent mod I(X) , or
just mod I , if their difference belongs to I(X) .
To compare the two notions where it makes sense (Proposition 1.3 below) , we shall use the following unsurprising Lemma from convenient vector space theory. 
namely the one spanned by functions h(t)k(t 3 x)
(t e In } x 6 K } and h e I) . Clearly, under the isomorphism
Suppose now that we have a smooth map ( ' operator')
with L a manifold. The composite Proposition 1.4,
and again this implies congruence mod J c_C (IFT x L) for the exponential adjoints, which are the terms appearing in the Theorem.
Even when the ideal I £ C (UT) is (^-determined, respectively germ-determined, the ideal I 5_ C (In x K) may not be, so to get results about the models F and G (see the introduction), we need to take the '(/-radical 1 , respectively 'germ-radial' of J* (terminology of [7] ). [2] , where this topology is described, and a sketch of Penon's result is given.
We shall need the following important result. Let K and L be 
THEOREM. (Bruno [2]). G is continuous with respect to the Stone topologies.
(Frolicher in fact proves that any (plot-) smooth map between Frechet spaces is continuous. Bruno proves the Theorem quoted only when K and L are coordinate spaces and n = 1 , but his proof carries over immediately.)
Using these Theorems in conjunction with Theorem 1.5 leads to the following result (with notation as in Theorem 1.5): Consider more generally a smooth operator
with KjL and M manifolds. Replacing the codomain in (1.6) by Recall that E denotes any of the well adapted toposes Z, F and G mentioned in the introduction. If M is a manifold and
we let J denote its closure in any of the three topologies (discrete, Frechet, Stone), according to whether we read Z, F or G, for E.
Similarly, & denotes coproduct in the sites of definition of either; if
A is in the site, A e E denotes the object it represents. Thus
this requires a small argument, which we shall not reproduce here (and I thank E. Dubuc for convincing me of its truth in the G case), since we shall only need the result for K = IR , where it is evidently true.
If M and L are manifolds, the exponential object AT e E goes by the global sections functor r to the set C (L,M) of smooth maps.
So a map ('operator') in E goes by r to an operator
which evidently is (plot-) smooth. A main result in Bruno [2] 
there is a unique map in E with T(E(G)) = G .
Proof. Let A = C°(IFf)/J be an object in the site of definition of E (so J = J) . we must produce a set theoretic map n a t u r a l i n ^ . An element b on the l e f t corresponds, by Yoneda, e x p o n e n t i a l a d j o i n t n e s s , and ( 2 . 1 ) , t o an rz-tuple of elements
e C^dJT x K) be a r e p r e s e n t a t i v e of b., so t h a t we have a smooth map B = C 3 J J . .
We g e t a C -algebra map ' composing with y'
C°(M) > C°(H? x L) .
If we choose different representatives 3-' for b. , (so 3.' -3. e J*) , 
so that b well-defines a map J x t > M , or, equivalenty, an element of M(A) , as desired. Naturality in A is straightforward (at least, the construction was not un-natural). So the map E(G) in E is now declared to be the natural transformation with components e.
•
It is clear that Y(E(G)) is just G : put A = C°°(IR ) = IR , and use G/m° = G and (2.2) .
The uniqueness assertion yet to be proved we separate out as a separate, slightly more general 'faithfulness' assertion, Proposition 2.2 below. Let us identify the Kernel pair of T by a synthetic argument.
Recall that the unit interval 10,11 is represented in E by the ring c"(IR)/H , where H is the ideal of functions IR -> IR
Suppose g, h e U have Tig) = rCh) . Define g • h e Gr by (3.3) (g' 1 • h)(t) = g(t)' 1 • h(t) . 405 Then h-)(t)(d) = g(t+d) 2 • h(t+d) • hit)' 1 • git) = gft+df 1 -x(h)(t)(d) • g(t) = g(t+d)~2 • i(g)(t)(d) • git) = g(t-hd)' 1 • g(t+d) • g(t)' 1 • git) = e , . -1 , . so \(g • h) = e or (g' 1 • h) (t+d) = (g~2 • h) (t) ft e. R , d e D .
From Proposition 3.1 below it follows that g • h is constant, that is
there is a unique a £ G so that LG -K and 10,11? > R is a representable subobject. Equivalently, in a synthetic argument, we may assume that every L0,ll > LG may be extended to R > LG , and then the existence assertion follows immediately from the existence assertion in Theorem 3.2. To prove the uniqueness, i t suffices to prove that if g,h e u have = T(h) , with T the d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n process of (3.2), has the property that r takes it to the zero map. By Proposition 2.2 (which here is really the Calderon-Qu^-Reyes result!), the map (3.6) itself is the zero map, and the validity of f(t) = f(0) Vt e 10,11 follows.
We remark that specializing Theorem 3.3 to the case G = (R,+)
gives the validity of the usual "integration axiom" of [73] . The validity of this for the topos F was first proved in Belair [7] , and for the topos G was known to Reyes, Dubuc and Penon. For the "Cahiers topos"
C (terminology of [7] ), the arguments of the present article require some modifications, since L0 } ll in no longer representable; but the category of manifolds with boundary is neverthless fully embedded in C which should make the modification of the arguments easy. Anyway, for C, we gave an independent proof of .ff-valued integration in [73] , and this argument may be extended to give G-valued integration for C , as pointed out in 181.
Let us also remark that the 'lifting" of smooth operators
C°(K,N) > C°(L t M)
to Let E be any of the well adapted topos models mentioned in the introduction. Proof. By Theorem 3 . 3 , the group G "admits i n t e g r a t i o n " in the sense of [&] (.6.1). The r e s u l t then follows from l o c . c i t Theorem 7 . 2 .
